
Designed to offer a truly unique learning experience
The International Fundraising Congress is designed to provide your key fundraising and 
communications people with something they cannot get anywhere else. Three to four days of 
intense, richly curated training programs from the very best people in the social impact sector 
- both non-profit and for profit. Delegates have the ability to select from 70 expert-led sessions, 
most of which are offered repeatedly throughout the program so they can customise the per-
fect learning plan for your organisation’s needs. Minus the flights the entire experience is all-in-
clusive – accommodation, meals, materials etc.

Help your most promising people realise their fullest potential

1.   Practical solutions to today’s biggest challenges
The delegates you send will come back with real-world solutions from a diverse group of 
thought leaders and strategists across every aspect of the social impact and civil society 
sector—from small organisations to the UN, from the arts to human rights, from animal welfare 
to the environment.

2.  Lasting connections with the best and brightest in the field
The IFC is a truly global experience with nearly 1,000 delegates from over 70 countries. People 
who have already solved challenges your organisation faces. People who are finding new ways 
to do more with less. Leading edge thinkers from some of the most progressive social impact 
organisations. All of who are eager to build connections and create an ever-stronger community 
of fundraisers and communicators. Your people will soon be able to pick up the phone or send 
an email to leaders from around the world.

3.  Insight/Inspiration from change makers outside the sector 
Speakers include experts from outside the sector including National Geographic, Blue State 
Digital and Oracle. Unexpected ideas from unexpected places.

4.  A rekindled sense of purpose and possibility
By the end of the week, your colleagues will be tired and, at the same time, inspired. They’ll 
come back feeling happy, refreshed and motivated. Equipped with new knowledge and a full 
notebook of practical actions.  
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“We are very cautious with our discretionary 
expenses. Which is why we always send people 
to the IFC.”                                                                                                      - Executive Director
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